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SUMMARY AND REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 

 
 The defendants, all Chippewa Indians, are being prosecuted under the Lacey 

Act for fishing on the waters of the Leech Lake Reservation and selling their catch.  

This is an activity the Chippewa have engaged in since they first settled on the 

shores of Leech Lake.  A series of 19th century treaties between the United States 

and the Chippewa Tribe that remain in effect to this day give the defendants the 

rights to hunt, fish, and gather on the land and water of the Leech Lake Indian 

Reservation.  Those rights include the right to make a modest living through the 

sale of their catch. 

 The government argues that the defendants’ treaty rights are irrelevant 

because the alleged fish sales violated tribal law, and this prosecution merely 

“supports tribal laws and protects tribal resources.”  Yet, the Leech Lake Band, as 

a matter both of its prerogatives of sovereignty and its agreements with the federal 

government, has exclusive jurisdiction to regulate hunting, fishing, and gathering 

on its Reservation.  The federal government cannot enforce the Leech Lake 

Conservation Code without infringing the Band’s exclusive rights.  The district 

court properly dismissed the indictment.  

 The issue presented is nuanced, and oral argument will assist the Court in 

fully addressing it.  The appellees request twenty minutes for oral argument. 

i 
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JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT 

 This appeal is from final orders by the Honorable John R. Tunheim, United 

States District Judge for the District of Minnesota, dismissing the indictments in 

two separate cases—United States v. Michael Brown, 13 CR 68 (JRT/LIB) and 

United States v. Jerry Reyes, et al., 13 CR 70 (JRT/LIB).  The district court had 

jurisdiction pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 3231.  This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to 

28 U.S.C. § 1291. 

vii 
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STATEMENT OF ISSUE 

 Whether the district court correctly held that the treaties between the United 

States and the Chippewa Tribe preclude a Lacey Act prosecution against Chippewa 

defendants for selling fish caught on the Leech Lake Indian Reservation, where the 

treaties at issue protect the defendants’ right to fish on the Reservation and to make 

a modest living from their catch.   

Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians v. Minnesota¸ 526 U.S. 172 (1999). 

United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734 (1986); Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians 

v. Herbst, 334 F. Supp. 1001 (D. Minn. 1971) 

1 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

 
1. Proceedings Below 

On April 9, 2013, a federal grand jury returned four indictments against ten 

defendants charging them with violations of the Lacey Act. 16 U.S.C. §§ 

3372(a)(1) and 3373(d)(1).  Eight of the ten defendants were Native American, all 

enrolled members of bands of the Chippewa Indian Tribe.  As relevant here, the 

Indictment in 13 CR 70 (JRT/LIB) (Doc. No. 1) charged a Lacey Act violation 

against Messrs. Reyes, Lyons, and Tibbetts in Count 1, and charged a fourth 

defendant, Alan D. Hemmes, with a separate Lacey Act violation in Count 2.  

Similarly, the Indictment in 13 CR 68 (JRT/LIB) (Doc. No. 1) charged Mr. Brown 

with a Lacey Act violation in Count 1, and in Count 2 charged a second defendant, 

Michael Nei, with a separate Lacey Act violation.1 

All four appellees brought pretrial motions to dismiss the indictments on the 

ground that the prosecutions violated their rights under applicable nineteenth 

century treaties between the United States and the Chippewa tribe.  In separate 

Reports and Recommendations entered on August 14, 2013, (13 CR 70, Doc. Nos. 

1 Neither Mr. Hemme nor Mr. Nei are Native American.  As a result, their 
activities are not protected by the treaty rights enjoyed by the Chippewa 
defendants, and they were not included in the dismissals in the district court. 
Accordingly, Messrs. Hemme and Nei are not parties to this appeal. Their cases are 
still pending in the district court. 

2 
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147, 148, 149; 13 CR 68, Doc. No. 71) Magistrate Judge Brisbois recommended 

that the motions to dismiss be denied.   

The appellees made timely objections to the district court.  In a 

Memorandum Opinion and Order entered on November 25, 2013, (CR 13-68, Doc. 

No. 90; CR 13-70, Doc. No. 188) the Honorable John R. Tunheim rejected the 

Magistrate Judge’s recommendations and granted the four motions to dismiss. 

This appeal by the government followed. 

2. Statement of Facts 

a. The Charges 

 Jerry A. Reyes, Marc L. Lyons, and Michael D. Brown are all enrolled 

members of the Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians.  Frederick W. Tibbetts is 

an enrolled member of the White Earth Band.  The Leech Lake Reservation 

includes many lakes, including Cass, Winnibigoshish, Leech and Six Mile.  Leech 

Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. Herbst, 334 F. Supp. 1001, 1002 (D. Minn. 

1971); Indictment ¶ 1.  The government alleges that the four defendants violated the 

Lacey Act by catching fish from the lakes on the Reservation and selling them in 

violation of tribal law.  The Lacey Act makes it a federal felony to sell fish or 

wildlife valued in excess of $350, knowing that it was taken illegally.  16 U.S.C. § 

3373(d)(1).  The government alleges that the fish at issue here were taken in 

violation of Sections 22.01(2) and 23.01 of the Leech Lake Band Conservation 

3 
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Code.  Section 22.01(2) prohibits the use of gill nets to take game fish except for 

personal use.  Section 23.01 prohibits the taking of game fish for commercial 

purposes within the Reservation.  The Conservation Code provides for a maximum 

penalty of 180 days in jail, a $500 fine, and forfeiture of the equipment “related to 

said violation.”  Leech Lake Conservation Code § 51.03(1).  In addition, the 

violator’s right to fish may be suspended for up to one year.  § 51.03(2).    

 A felony violation of the Lacey Act, by contrast, is punishable by a prison 

sentence of five years and a $250,000 fine.  16 U.S.C. § 3373(d)(1), 18 U.S.C. § 

3571(b)(3). 

b. The Investigation 

These prosecutions arise from a three-year investigation spearheaded by the 

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, later joined by the United States Fish 

and Wildlife Service.2  Code-named “Operation Squarehook,” the investigation 

targeted alleged illegal sale of game fish from the Red Lake and Leech Lake Indian 

Reservations in Northern Minnesota.  See supra n. 2.  The investigation involved 

60 state, federal, and tribal officers, who over the course of three years took part in 

an undercover investigation involving secretly recorded conversations; undercover 

officers posing as illegal fish purchasers; undercover purchases of walleye; 

undercover surveillance; use of mobile tracking devices; execution of search 

2 See http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/enforcement/op_squarehook_faq.html (last 
visited April   2014). 
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warrants; seizures of allegedly illicit fish; custodial and noncustodial 

interrogations; and other sophisticated investigative techniques more familiar to 

major drug traffickers than to Native American fishermen.  

The investigation netted a total of 31 defendants.  As the Department of 

Natural Resources explained on its website, 21 “nontribal members” were 

prosecuted in state court where they face misdemeanor and gross misdemeanor 

charges.  Id.  Two of those defendants who pled guilty were sentenced to fines.  Id.  

The Native American defendants, on the other hand, were prosecuted in federal 

court, where they face felony Lacey Act charges.  Id. 

Notwithstanding the tsunami of investigative and prosecutorial resources 

committed to this case, the prosecution is currently in tatters.  Two of the four 

indictments, which targeted the Red Lake Indian Reservation and charged four 

Chippewa defendants, were dismissed on the government’s own motion.  United 

States v. Bellefy, 13 CR 71 (RHK/LIB) Doc. Nos. 134, 138; United States v. Good, 

13-3799 (8th Cir. Mar. 6, 2014) (granting government’s motion to dismiss).  In 

addition, the District Court dismissed the cases of the four defendants here on 

treaty rights grounds.  Of the original ten defendants, therefore, only two remain.  

This appeal is the government’s last chance to salvage something from its three-

year, 60 officer undercover investigation.  

c. The Opinions Below 

5 
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 In response to the defendants’ motions to dismiss, the government posed an 

analytical framework that relied on a line of Ninth Circuit cases.  It argued that the 

Lacey Act, a statute of general applicability, did not exempt tribal members from 

its reach.  According to the government, because Congress clearly expressed its 

intention that the Lacey Act apply to violations of tribal law, the defendants were 

not exempt from the prohibitions of the Act.  As a “federal law of general 

applicability,” the Lacey Act applies to Indian defendants.  Accordingly, the 

government insisted, “the issue here is not whether or not usufructuary rights have 

been abrogated.”  13 CR 69, Doc. No. 60 at 28. 

 The Magistrate Judge’s Report and Recommendation (“R&R”) (13 CR 68, 

Doc. No. 71 and 13 CR 70, Doc Nos. 147, 148, 149) adopted the framework and 

analysis urged by the government.  Because, as the government had pointed out, 

the Lacey Act is a federal law of general applicability, the issue, the Magistrate 

Judge said, is not whether the Act infringes the defendants’ treaty rights, but rather 

whether those treaty rights exempt the defendants from operation of the Lacey Act.  

R&R at 6.3  Relying on United States v. Sohappy, 770 F.2d 816 (9th Cir. 1985), the 

Magistrate Judge opined that, because the charges are predicated on alleged 

violations of tribal law, the prosecution did not impair tribal sovereignty but rather 

supported tribal laws by authorizing federal penalties for their violation.  R&R at 7. 

3 Citations to the Report and Recommendation refer to 13 CR 68, the reasoning of 
which is identical to that in 13 CR 70. 
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 The district court rejected the government’s analysis outright.  As it had 

before the Magistrate Judge, the government urged the Court to focus not on the 

usufructuary rights enjoyed by the defendants, but only on the Lacey Act.   

According to the government, if that statute applied to Indians, no treaty rights 

were implicated unless that treaty “specifically exempts Defendants from the 

Lacey Act.”  Memorandum Opinion and Order at 9 (hereinafter “Dismissal 

Order”) (13 CR 68, Doc. No. 90 and 13 CR 70, Doc. No. 188).  Only then does the 

court even need to consider whether Congress intended to abrogate the treaty.  

“This mirrors the approach employed by the Magistrate Judge,” the Court noted.  

Dismissal Order at 8-9.  The District Court properly rejected the government’s 

argument, explaining as follows: 

The Supreme Court has made clear that if there is a treaty right that 
protects the relevant conduct, the question is whether Congress has 
abrogated that right, not whether the right has specifically exempted 
the party to the treaty from an Act that would otherwise generally 
apply.      
 

Dismissal Order at 9-10 (citing United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734, 738 (1986)).  

 Faced with a conflict between the analysis adopted by the Ninth Circuit in 

Sohappy and the analysis used by the Supreme Court one year later in Dion , the 

District Court, not surprisingly, “follow[ed] the approach adopted by the United 

States Supreme Court in United States v. Dion.” Id. at 10.  

7 
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 In keeping with the Dion analysis, the Court carefully considered the treaties 

at issue and concluded that they guaranteed that the Chippewa would retain the 

right of “getting their living from the lakes and rivers as they have heretofore 

done.”  Dismissal Order at 15.  This right, which included the right to sell their 

catch to make a modest living, remains valid to this day and applies to the 

individual defendants.  Id. at 13.  Although the tribe may regulate the hunting and 

fishing activities of tribe members on the reservation, that power is exclusive.  Id. 

at 16.  While the federal government can impose its own restrictions on the 

usufructuary activities of tribe members on the reservation, it can only do so 

through Congressional abrogation of the treaty in question.  Id. at 17, 18-19.   

 Turning next to the Lacey Act, the District Court found no evidence that 

Congress intended to abrogate the treaty rights to engage in the very fishing 

activities which form the basis for this prosecution.  Id. at 19.  Although the Court 

noted that a charge under the Lacey Act can be predicated on a violation of “Indian 

tribal law,” 16 U.S.C. § 3372(a)(1), the Court concluded, in words which dispose 

of the government’s argument here: 

 But these provisions do not indicate any intent by Congress that the 
Act’s prohibition would apply to Indians holding exclusive treaty-
based rights to hunt and fish or that Congress can enforce tribal law 
limits against such Indians. 

 
Id. at 21 (emphasis added).  The District Court held that the applicable treaties 

protected the defendants’ rights to engage in the conduct underlying the 
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indictment, “unless limited by tribal law.” Id. At 22.  Because Congress had not 

abrogated the rights of the tribe to regulate usufructuary activities on the 

reservation, the federal government has no jurisdiction “to enforce the Leech Lake 

Conservation Code.”  Id. at 23.  Accordingly, the Court dismissed the Indictments. 

9 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 

 The defendants, all Chippewa Indians, are being prosecuted under the Lacey 

Act for fishing on the waters of the Leech Lake Reservation and selling their catch.  

This is an activity the Chippewa have engaged in since they first settled on the 

shores of Leech Lake.  A series of 19th century treaties between the United States 

and the Chippewa Tribe that remain in effect to this day give the defendants the 

rights to hunt, fish, and gather on the land and water of the Leech Lake Indian 

Reservation.  Those rights include the right to make a modest living through the 

sale of their catch. 

 The government argues that the defendants’ treaty rights are irrelevant 

because the alleged fish sales violated tribal law, and this prosecution merely 

“supports tribal laws and protects tribal resources.”  Yet, the Leech Lake Band, as 

a matter both of its prerogatives of sovereignty and its agreements with the federal 

government, has exclusive jurisdiction to regulate hunting, fishing, and gathering 

on its Reservation.  The federal government cannot enforce the Leech Lake 

Conservation Code without infringing the Band’s exclusive rights.   

 The District Court’s thorough analysis was correct and should be affirmed 

by this Court.   

10 
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ARGUMENT 

I. THE DISTRICT COURT PROPERLY DISMISSED THIS 
PROSECUTION  BECAUSE IT VIOLATES THE DEFENDANTS’ TREATY 
RIGHT TO MAKE A MODEST LIVING FROM THE SALE OF THEIR 
FISH CATCH 
  

The defendants are being prosecuted for an activity that was passed down to 

them from their fathers and by their fathers before them and their fathers before 

them for generations, stretching back long before the founding of this republic into 

the mists of history.  The defendants’ rights to hunt, fish and gather, and to make a 

modest living from these activities, are protected and guaranteed by treaty.  The 

district court properly held that the indictments here violate those treaties and, 

therefore, were subject to dismissal. 

A. Chippewa Indians Retain The Unfettered Right, Guaranteed by 
Treaty, to Fish on Tribal Land  

 
The Chippewa Indian Tribe settled on the northern shores of the Great Lakes 

in the 1600s.  See United States v. Bresette, 761 F. Supp. 658, 660 (D. Minn. 

1991).  By the beginning of the nineteenth century, the Tribe was one of the larger 

tribes in the northern United States, occupying an area extending from Lake Huron 

in the east to and beyond Lake Superior in the west.  Chippewa Indians of 

Minnesota v. United States, 301 U.S. 358, 360-61 (1937).  They subsisted by 

hunting, fishing and gathering.  Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians v. 

Minnesota¸ 861 F. Supp. 784, 791 (D. Minn. 1994), aff’d, 124 F.3d 904 (8th Cir. 

11 
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1997), 526 U.S. 172 (1999).  Then-district Judge Diana Murphy, who had presided 

over a three-week trial of the treaty rights issue, culminating ultimately in the 

Supreme Court’s decision in Minnesota v. Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians, 

526 U.S. 172 (1999), explained the importance of hunting, fishing and gathering to 

the Chippewa economy and culture as follows: 

The Chippewa survived by hunting, fishing, and gathering, and they 
also planted crops such as corn and squash.  They used essentially all 
of the plant and animal species in their environment to satisfy their 
needs.  These species provided them with food, clothing, shelter, 
medicines, building materials, tools, implements, canoes, paints, dyes, 
and decorative items.  All of these materials came from flesh, skin, 
horn, bone, quills, feathers, shells, stems, fibers, blossoms, seeds, 
roots, and bark.  The Chippewa also used fish and game in spiritual 
ceremonies.  For example, fresh fish are still necessary for funerals 
and burials. 
 

861 F. Supp. at 791. 

 In the early 1800s, the United States began to acquire aboriginal land by 

treaty.  In 1837, the United States entered into a treaty with the Chippewa Tribe, 

which ceded large portions of what is now eastern Minnesota and western 

Wisconsin to the government.  Reflecting the central role of hunting, fishing and 

gathering to the livelihood of the Chippewa, however, the Tribe specifically 

retained the right to continue these activities in the ceded territory: 

The privilege of hunting, fishing, and gathering the wild rice, upon the 
lands, the rivers and the lakes included in the territory ceded, is 
guarantied [sic] to the Indians, during the pleasure of the President of 
the United States. 
 

12 
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Treaty with the Chippewa, 1837, Art. V, 7 Stat. 536; Mille Lacs Band, 526 U.S. at 

177; Dismissal Order at 3. 

 A subsequent treaty, signed in 1854 by the Mississippi and Lake Superior 

Bands, extended the ceded territory north of that given up in 1837.  Again, 

however, the treaty reserved to the Bands usufructuary rights in the ceded territory:  

“And such of them as reside in the territory hereby ceded, shall have the right to 

hunt and fish therein, until otherwise ordered by the President.”  Treaty with the 

Chippewa, 1854, Art. 11, 10 Stat. 1109. 

 A year later, the United States signed another treaty with various Chippewa 

Bands, ceding to the government additional territory in north central Minnesota, 

and creating a reservation for the exclusive use of the Pillager and Winnibigoshish 

Bands.  That reservation, modified several times in subsequent treaties, is now the 

Leech Lake Reservation.  See Treaty with the Chippewa, 1855, Art. II, 10 Stat. 

1165; Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. Herbst, 334 F. Supp. 1001, 1002-

03 & n. 1 (D. Minn. 1971).   

 Although this treaty does not specifically mention hunting, fishing and 

gathering rights on the reservation, no explicit reference was necessary to preserve 

these normal incidents of Chippewa life.  As the Supreme Court has observed:  

As a general rule, Indians enjoy exclusive treaty rights to hunt and 
fish on lands reserved to them, unless such rights were clearly 
relinquished by treaty or have been modified by Congress.  F. Cohen, 

13 
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Handbook of Federal Indian Law 449 (1982). . . . These rights need 
not be expressly mentioned in the treaty.   
 

United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734, 738 (1986) (citing Menominee Tribe v.United 

States, 391 U. S. 404 (1968)) (emphasis added).  This is not a new concept.  Their 

guaranteed usufructuary right includes Athe right of taking fish at all the usual and 

accustomed places.@  United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 471, 381 (1905).  It would 

be strange indeed if the Chippewa reserved greater rights to use the land they had 

ceded to the United States4 than on the land the treaties expressly reserved for their 

exclusive possession and use.  Hunting and fishing were integral to the Chippewa 

way of life and, as such, were inherent in the possessory right to the land that the 

1855 and subsequent treaties guaranteed to the Leech Lake Band.   

Although speaking about the Red Lake Reservation, this Court’s words are 

equally relevant here:  

An examination of the various treaties between the United States and 
the Chippewa Indians discloses that while the right in the Indians to 
hunt and fish on ceded lands was reserved in some of the earlier 
treaties (see Article 5, Treaty of July 20, 1837, 7 Stat. 536; Article 2, 
Treaty of October 4, 1842, 7 Stat. 591; and Article 11, Treaty of 
September 30, 1854, 10 Stat. 1109), no reservation of the right to hunt 

4 In the Mille Lacs litigation, the State of Minnesota argued that the 1855 treaty had 
abrogated the usufructuary rights granted in earlier treaties.  The district court 
rejected this argument, noting simply, “Band members would have starved if they 
were confined to the boundaries of their reservation.”  Mille Lacs Band¸ 861 F. 
Supp. at 831.  This conclusion was affirmed by the Eighth Circuit, 124 F.3d 904 
(1997), and ultimately by the Supreme Court.  526 U.S. 172 (1999).  Thus, by 
1855, the Leech Lake Band enjoyed exclusive hunting and fishing rights on their 
reservation, and usufructuary rights in the ceded territory. 
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and fish was made with respect to the unceded lands of the Red Lake 
Reservation.  But such a reservation was not necessary to preserve the 
right on the lands reserved or retained in Indian ownership.  The right 
to hunt and fish was part of the larger rights possessed by the Indians 
in the lands used and occupied by them.  Such right, which was “‘not 
much less necessary to the existence of the Indians than the 
atmosphere they breathed’ remained in them unless granted away.”   
United States v. Winans, 198 U.S. 371, 25 S.Ct. 662, 49 L.Ed. 1089. 
 

United States v. White, 508 F.2d at 457 (quoting Cohen, Federal Indian Law, 496-

497 (2d ed. 1958).   

 The government concedes, as Judge Tunheim correctly held, that the Leech 

Lake Band “has exclusive fishing rights on the Reservation.”  Opening Brief for 

United States (“Appellant’s Opening Brief”) at 5; Dismissal Order at 4-5.  The 

government’s sole quibble is with the source of that right.  The government 

complains that the 1837 treaty does not encompass the land subsequently reserved 

to the Leech Lake Band, although it concedes that the issue “may not be 

dispositive” since, as noted above, it agrees with Judge Tunheim’s conclusion that 

the Band enjoys exclusive fishing rights on the Reservation.  Appellant’s Opening 

Brief at 13.  Despite conceding that the issue is of no relevance, in a complete non-

sequitur, the government nonetheless insists that it reveals the “shaky foundation” 

of the district court’s analysis.  Id. 

 There are several obvious responses to this attack.  First, if, in fact, the 

district court’s opinion rests on a “shaky foundation,” it is one of the government’s 

own making, since it agreed in the district court that the provisions of the 1837 
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treaty applied.  See Dismissal Order at 5 (noting “parties do not dispute” 

application of 1837 treaty to Leech Lake Reservation); id. at 12 (same).  In the 

name of appropriate candor, the government could have admitted to this Court that 

the position it took in the district court was mistaken.  It chose a different route, 

instead criticizing Judge Tunheim for having listened to their position in the first 

place. 

 Second, and more importantly, the district court opinion contains a thorough 

and accurate account of the historical background which set the stage for the 

understanding of the parties at the time the Leech Lake Reservation was created in 

1855.  This frame of reference is appropriate.  All interpretive actions with regard 

to Indian law, whether applied to statutes, treaties or executive orders, are to be 

made construing such documents liberally in favor of the Indians, in accordance 

with the tribes’ understanding of the agreements at the time they were reached, 

with ambiguities to be resolved in their favor.  See, e.g. Minnesota v. Mille Lacs 

Band of Chippewa Indians, 526 U.S. 172 (1999); Choate v. Trapp, 224 U.S. 665, 

675 (1912); Montana v. Blackfeet Tribe, 471 U.S. 759, 767-68 (1985).  This so-

called “Indian canon” is most often held to displace competing canons in matters 

of interpretation, including the strong presumptions against repeal by implication 

and exemption from taxation, the equal footing doctrine, and even the Chevron 

deference afforded to agencies in interpreting their own governing statutes. Id. at 
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766; Choate, 224 U.S. at 675; Choctaw Nation v. Oklahoma, 397 U.S. 620, 634 

(1970); Cobell v. Norton, 240 F.3d 1081, 1101 (D.C. Cir. 2001).  

The Court started with the 1837 treaty, which provides the clearest statement 

of the usufructuary rights at issue.  It then accurately noted that the 1855 treaty 

created the Leech Lake Reservation.  Its conclusion that “usufructuary rights 

named in the 1837 Treaty apply to the Leech Lake Band on the Leech Lake 

Reservation,” is correct, not because the Treaty applies directly to the Reservation, 

but because it defines the rights which, for the reasons noted above, the parties 

would have understood to apply to the land reserved to the Leech Lake Band. 

Dismissal Order at 3-5. 

 In keeping with the fishing rights at issue in this case, the government’s 

argument is a red herring. 

B. The Tribe’s Usufructuary Rights to Hunt and Fish on Their Land Include 
the Right to Sell Their Catch to Make a Modest Living  

 After concluding that the rights to hunt and fish continue “to apply to 

Defendants’ activity on the Leech Lake Reservation,” Dismissal Order at 12, the 

district court next considered the scope of the treaty protection—“whether it 

encompasses the conduct at issue and whether it precludes federal enforcement of 

tribal law.” Id. The court correctly answered both questions affirmatively.   

 In Lac Courte Oreilles Band of Lake Superior Chippewa Indians v. 

Wisconsin, 653 F. Supp. 1420 (W.D. Wis. 1987), the district court considered the 
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usufructuary rights that had been guaranteed to the Lac Courte Oreilles Band by 

the treaty of 1837.  The Court addressed the manner in which the Chippewa 

exercised their usufructuary rights at the time of the treaty, stating,  

The Chippewa in the ceded territory were hunters and gatherers. Their 
hunting activities included fishing and fowling in addition to 
traditional notions of hunting. . . . They harvested resources for their 
own immediate, personal use and for use as trade goods in commerce.  
The Chippewa traded goods for items which contributed to their 
subsistence.  Neither in harvesting resources for commercial purposes 
nor in harvesting resources for their own use did the Chippewa strive 
for more than a moderate, satisfactory living. 

Id. at 1424.  The Court went on to note that “the Chippewa commercially disposed 

of a substantial part of the fish and game they obtained by fishing and hunting 

during the treaty era.  . . .  The Chippewa were clearly engaged in commerce 

throughout the treaty era. Commercial activity was a major factor in Chippewa 

subsistence.”  Id. at 1430.  As a result the Court held that the usufructuary rights 

retained by the tribe included the right to sell the “fruits of the exercise of their 

usufructuary rights” to non-Indians to ensure “a modest living.”  Id. at 1435.  See 

also Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians v. Minnesota, 124 F.3d 904, 911 (8th 

Cir. 1997) (“Usufructuary rights reserved by the Band included the rights to 

harvest resources for commercial purposes”), aff’d, 526 U.S. 172 (1999); United 

States v. Dion, 752 F.2d 1261, 1265 n. 11 (8th Cir. 1985) (“Where Indians engaged 

in commercial fishing prior to and at the time of their treaties, as was the case in 

the Northwest and the Great Lakes areas, the treaties will be read to entitle them to 
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fish commercially today”) (emphasis added) (quoting Cohen, Handbook of Federal 

Indian Law 446-47(1982 ed.), rev’d in part on other grounds, 476 U.S. 734 (1986). 

 Judge Magnuson, in a case addressing the applicability of the Migratory 

Bird Act to the sale by Indians of migratory bird feathers, described the 

usufructuary rights of the Chippewa defendants there as “the right to make a 

modest living by hunting and gathering off the land.”  United States v. Bresette, 

761 F. Supp. 658, 660 (D. Minn. 1991).  The government in Bresette argued that 

the usufructuary rights reserved to the tribe did not include the right to sell bird 

feathers.  Judge Magnuson, relying in part on the Lac Courte Oreille decision 

discussed above, rejected the government’s position, and held that the usufructuary 

rights guaranteed by treaty to the Chippewa “encompassed the sale of their catch.”  

Id. at 662.  See also Mille Lacs Band, 861 F. Supp. at 838 (noting that in 1837, 

Chippewa were engaged in sale of their catch to settlers and lumbermen and 

concluding that treaty right included right to hunt and fish for commercial 

purposes). 

So as to remove any doubt, the Supreme Court determined that A[t]he 1855 

Treaty was designed primarily to transfer Chippewa land to the United States, not 

to terminate Chippewa usufructuary rights.@  Mille Lacs, 526 U.S. at 196 and 199.  

AAs we described above, an analysis of the history, purpose, and negotiations of 

this Treaty leads us to conclude that the Mille Lacs Band did not relinquish their 
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1837 Treaty rights . . .@  Id. at 202 (emphasis in original).  The rights continue to be 

valid today Awith respect to land located in the State of Minnesota.@  Mille Lacs, 

526 U.S. at 188.  

 In this case, the defendants sought to make a modest living by selling the 

fish they harvested from Lake Winnibigoshish and the other lakes on the Leech 

Lake Reservation.  Their activities, which in the government’s view make them 

criminals, are part of the traditional way of life of the Chippewa people, extending 

back to the days when they first settled in northern Minnesota and depended on its 

natural bounty to make a modest living.  See Dismissal Order at 15 (treaty rights 

include right to make a ‘living’ from their catch).5 

C. The Lacey Act Did Not Abrogate The Usufructuary Treaty Rights of 
the Leech Lake Band 
 

 Having found that this prosecution criminalized the very conduct that was 

protected by treaty, the district court next considered whether Congress had 

5 There is also no question that the rights afforded the defendants include the 
right to fish with gill nets.  First, the 1855 treaty includes as compensation 
for the land ceded by the Bands, $100 worth of “gilling twine” each year for 
five years.  Presumably gilling twine is used to make gill nets, not unlike the 
nets used by the defendants here.  In any event, even if net fishing was 
unknown to the Chippewa at the time of the treaty, the law is clear that the 
treaty right encompassed evolving methods of hunting and fishing.  See, e.g., 
United States v. Gotchnik, 222 F.3d 506, 509-10 (8th Cir. 2000) (“use of 
modern gaming instruments and techniques goes to the very essence of these 
[treaty] protected activities”); Mille Lacs Band, 861 F. Supp at 838 (treaty 
did not restrict Tribe to any particular techniques, methods, devices, or gear 
or confine Tribe to techniques used in 1837). 
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intended in the Lacey Act to abrogate the treaty rights at issue here.  The court 

correctly determined that it had not. 

The intention to abrogate treaty rights “is not to be lightly imputed to 

Congress.”  Menominee Tribe v. United States, 391 U.S. 404, 412-13 (1968).  

Treaty rights cannot be abrogated absent clear Congressional intent to do so.  See 

United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734, 739 (1986) (“We have required that Congress' 

intention to abrogate Indian treaty rights be clear and plain”).  “Absent explicit 

statutory language,” the courts are “extremely reluctant to find congressional 

abrogation of treaty rights.”  Id. at 739 (citation omitted).  “Indian treaty rights are 

too fundamental to be easily cast aside.”  Id.  Although in determining 

Congressional intent, the courts may look at legislative history as well as the 

statutory language itself, “[w]hat is essential is clear evidence that Congress 

actually considered the conflict between its intended action on the one hand and 

Indian treaty rights on the other, and chose to resolve that conflict by abrogating 

treaty rights.”  Id.  See also United States v. Gotchnik, 222 F.3d 506, 509 (8th Cir. 

2000) (Congress must “clearly express its intent” to abrogate treaty, citing Dion). 

 Here, the Lacey Act does not purport to abrogate the treaty rights 

guaranteeing exclusive hunting and fishing rights to the Leech Lake Band on its 

reservation.  To the contrary, the statute is explicit that “Nothing in this chapter 

shall be construed as . . . repealing, superseding, or modifying any right, privilege, 
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or immunity granted, reserved or established pursuant to treaty, statute, or 

executive order pertaining to any Indian tribe, band, or community . . ..”  16 U.S.C. 

§ 3378(c)(2).  In the face of this express language to the contrary, the government 

cannot plausibly claim that the Lacey Act sub silentio diminished the fishing rights 

of the Leech Lake Band.  See Gotchnik, 222 F.3d at 509 (considering similar 

language in Boundary Water Act disclaiming a Congressional intention to “affect 

the provisions of any treaty now applicable to lands and water” within the scope of 

the Act and concluding Indian “[a]ppellants thus clearly possess the right to hunt 

and fish in the ceded territory encompassed within the Boundary Waters Area”). 

 Having determined that the Lacey Act, as applied here, violates the 

defendants’ unabrogated treaty rights to fish in Reservation waters and sell their 

catch in order to enjoy a modest living, the district court properly dismissed the 

indictments.  Dismissal Order at 22. 

II. THE LACEY ACT DOES NOT PERMIT FEDERAL PROSECUTION 
TO ENFORCE THE LEECH LAKE CONSERVATION CODE, 
WHICH BY TREATY IS THE EXCLUSIVE PREROGATIVE OF 
THE LEECH LAKE BAND 

 
The government argues that the defendants’ treaty rights are not implicated 

by this prosecution because the government is simply enforcing those provisions of 

the Leech Lake Conservation Code that the defendants allegedly violated.  

Appellant’s Opening Brief at 17-18.  “The defendants do not have a right to violate 

tribal law,” the government points out.  Appellant’s Opening Brief at 16.  From 
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this uncontroversial statement it then draws the unfounded conclusion that not only 

the Tribe, which enjoys exclusive jurisdiction protected by treaty over regulation 

of hunting and fishing activity on its Reservation, but the federal government as 

well has jurisdiction to enforce the Leech Lake Conservation Code.  “The 

prosecution does not conflict with tribal rights,” the government assures us, it 

actually “protects those rights by offering federal penalties for violations.”  Id.  The 

government’s position is at odds with the treaty rights which the Leech Lake Band 

enjoys on the Reservation.  The district court properly rejected this same analysis, 

finding that the treaty rights guaranteed to the Tribe “mean[] that the tribe may 

regulate hunting and fishing by tribe members on the reservation to the exclusion 

of other jurisdictions.”  Dismissal Order at 16.  The federal government can 

impose its own restrictions on tribe members’ fishing activities on the reservation, 

the district court said, “but it can do so only by making clear its intent to abrogate 

their treaty rights.”  Id at 17.   

As the district court held, the government’s position is at odds with the 

exclusive power of the Tribe to enforce its own Conservation Code against its 

members.  In addition, the settlement agreement in the Herbst litigation discussed 

below, which remains in effect to this day and to which the United States was a 

signatory, reserved to the Band exclusive jurisdiction to regulate hunting and 

fishing on the Reservation.  Finally, the cases cited by the government fail to 
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support its position.  Accordingly, this Court should reject the government’s 

argument, as the district court did, and affirm the district court. 

A. Federal Prosecution Purporting to Regulate the On-Reservation 
Fishing Activities of Tribal Members and Enforce Tribal Law Against 
Them Violates the Sovereignty of the Tribe 

 
 Although statutes of general application typically apply with equal force to 

Indians, a well-established exception to that rule is that “Indians . . . have exclusive 

rights of self-governance in purely intramural matters.”  United States v. Farris, 

624 F.2d 890, 893 (9th Cir. 1980).  The Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians, as 

a sovereign nation, has the exclusive right to enforce its Conservation Code against 

other Indians in matters of hunting and fishing.  The exclusive treaty rights 

reserved to the Band to hunt and fish on its reservation includes the exclusive right 

to regulate hunting and fishing by its members.  The exclusive right to regulate the 

activities preserved by the treaty is implicit in the treaty right itself.  See, e.g., 

United States Dion, 752 F.2d 1261, 1269 (8th Cir. 1985) (noting with respect to 

their exclusive rights on the reservation, “[t]he Yankton Sioux would not have 

understood the treaty as permitting other sovereigns to regulate their exclusive on-

reservation treaty hunting rights”), rev’d on other grounds, 476 U.S. 734 (1986).  

See also 18 U.S.C. § 1165 (making it a crime for one to go onto an Indian 

Reservation “without lawful authority or permission . . . for the purpose of hunting, 

trapping, or fishing thereon”).   
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 The power to enact laws and punish tribal offenders is part of the inherent 

sovereign rights reserved to the Leech Lake Band.  United States v. Wheeler, 435 

U.S. 313, 328 (1975).  United States v. Jackson, 600 F.2d 1283 (9th Cir. 1979) is 

directly on point.  In Jackson, the defendant, a member of the Umatilla Tribe, was 

prosecuted in federal court for hunting on the reservation without the necessary 

permission of the tribe.  Citing Ex Parte Crow Dog, 109 U.S. 556 (1883), and 

United States v. Antelope, 430 U.S. 641, 643 n. 2 (1977), the Court noted that, 

except for the crimes enumerated in 18 U.S.C. § 1153 as major crimes, “Indian 

tribes have exclusive criminal jurisdiction over offenses committed by one Indian 

against another Indian.”  Because the Tribe had exclusive jurisdiction to enforce its 

tribal code against its members, the Ninth Circuit held that the federal government 

had no jurisdiction to prosecute a tribal member for violating the hunting 

restrictions of the Tribe on the reservation.  The Court ordered that the indictment 

be dismissed.  See also Farris, 624 F.2d at 893 (noting that reservation Indians 

have “exclusive rights of self-governance in purely intramural matters, unless 

Congress has removed those rights through legislation explicitly directed at 

Indians”).  

 Here, the enforcement of the Leech Lake Conservation Code with respect to 

fishing by Band members in reservation waters, an activity protected by treaty, is 
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precisely the sort of intramural matter over which the Band has exclusive 

jurisdiction. 

 The government relies on United States v. Sohappy, 770 F.2d 816 (9th Cir. 

1985), where the Ninth Circuit rejected this argument.  Unlike this case, however, 

Sohappy did not involve hunting and fishing rights that were exclusive to the tribe.  

Rather, under the treaties here at issue, the rights were shared by Indian and non-

Indian alike.  As a result, the so called Crow Dog doctrine did not apply because 

the fishing offenses at issue were “not purely intra-Indian matters but impact upon 

federal and state interests (involving non-Indians) as well.” Sohappy, 770 F.2d at 

819 (emphasis added).  Sohappy is discussed at length in part C below. 

 Unlike Sohappy, the instant case involves a federal prosecution of tribal 

members for violating the fishing rules of the Tribe.  The Leech Lake Band has 

exclusive jurisdiction over this matter.  It is for the Tribe, in the exercise of its 

sovereignty, to decide whether the defendants violated the Conservation Code 

pertaining to fishing by Band members, just as the tribe was the sole arbiter of Mr. 

Jackson’s hunting violation.  The government’s efforts to prosecute the defendants 

for violating tribal law under the auspices of the Lacey Act are in direct 

contravention of the treaty rights afforded to the defendants to fish in the territory 

reserved exclusively to the Band and afforded to the Band to regulate those on-
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reservation activities.  As in Jackson, the government has no jurisdiction to pursue 

this prosecution.  

The government’s reliance on United States v. Sohappy, 770 F.2d 816 (9th 

Cir. 1985) is misplaced.  As noted, Sohappy, the Ninth Circuit considered a 

different treaty, applicable to a different tribe, affording the tribe different rights 

than that at issue here.  As the Supreme Court has warned, broad generalizations 

with respect to treaty rights “have become particularly treacherous,” and they must 

“give way to more individualized treatment of particular treaties and specific 

federal statutes.”  Mescalero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145, 148 (1973).  See 

also Leech Lake Band of Chippewa v. Herbst, 334 F. Supp. 1001, 1006 (D. Minn. 

1971) (declining to follow cases involving Red Lake Band and Navajo because 

those tribes “are governed by different treaties, have enjoyed different relationships 

to the government, and have been the subject of different expressions of 

Congressional policy”).  It is little surprise then that courts addressing different 

treaties, with different language and affording different rights, reach different 

results, which have little or no application here. Treaties, after all, are contracts, 

interpreted in accordance with their language as understood by the parties.  See, 

e.g., Minnesota v. Mille Lacs Band of Chippewa Indians, 526 U.S. at 196 (Indian 

treaties must be interpreted “to give effect to the terms as the Indians themselves 

would have understood them”).  The Ninth Circuit’s interpretation of treaties of the 
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tribes of the Pacific Northwest, with different terms, customs, and traditions, are no 

more relevant here than, say, a contract between the United States and General 

Electric in a case involving a different contract with different terms between the 

United States and Boeing.  Yet, that is precisely the analysis the government urges 

on this Court with respect to Sohappy.  

 In Sohappy, the Indian defendants were prosecuted under the Lacey Act for 

violating tribal and state laws for fishing out of season.  The Ninth Circuit held that 

the prosecution did not violate the relevant treaty rights.  Unlike the present case, 

however, the treaty at issue in Sohappy did not give the tribe exclusive fishing 

rights in the ceded areas.  To the contrary, fishing rights reserved to the tribe were 

to be “in common with citizens of the Territory.”  Sohappy, 770 F.2d at 819.  As 

the treaty did not confer exclusive jurisdiction on the tribe, the exercise of 

concurrent jurisdiction by the federal government in no way abrogated or 

diminished the treaty rights granted to the Indians.  Id. at 819-20.  As the Ninth 

Circuit explained, “while the Indians do have a treaty right to take fish at all usual 

and accustomed places in common with citizens, the Indians do not have any treaty 

reserved right to exercise exclusive jurisdiction over such fishing matters.”  Id. at 

820 (emphasis in original).  The reason relates back to the non-exclusive nature of 

the treaty right at issue.  There, Indian fishing offenses “are not purely intra-Indian 

matters but impact upon federal and state interests (involving non-Indians) as 
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well.”  Accordingly, the Court held that the Lacey Act restrictions applied to 

Indian and non-Indian alike.  See Puyallup Tribe v. Department of Game of 

Washington, 391 U.S. 392, 398 (1968) (because right to fish is not an exclusive 

one, but is shared “in common with all citizens,” rights of both Indians and non-

Indians may be regulated).  The rights at issue, the Court said, “do not preclude 

concurrent federal jurisdiction over fishing matters.” Id. at 819.   The holding in 

Sohappy, therefore, depends entirely on the particular treaty language at issue 

there. 

 In contrast to the Sohappy treaty, the Leech Lake Band enjoys exclusive 

fishing rights on their Reservation, as the government concedes.  Appellant’s 

Opening Brief at 4, 21.  Sitting en banc, the Eighth Circuit explained the 

significance of the distinction between exclusive and non-exclusive treaty rights in 

United States v. Dion, 752 F.2d 1261 (8th Cir. 1985), rev’d on other grounds, 476 

U.S. 734 (1986).  With respect to treaties like the one considered in Sohappy, this 

Circuit explained that “Indians understood that ‘in common’ rights could be 

regulated by state government where necessary to preserve the shared resource.”  

Id. at 1269.  With respect to the exclusive rights applicable to the Yankton Sioux to 

hunt on their reservation, however, the Court said, “The Yankton Sioux would not 

have understood the treaty as permitting other sovereigns to regulate their 

exclusive on-reservation treaty hunting rights.”  Id.  See also Dismissal Order at 18 
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(distinguishing Sohappy on ground that rights at issue there were “in common,” not 

exclusive rights); Accord, Bresette, 761 F. Supp. at 6644 (distinguishing cases 

involving “in common” treaties because conservation measures there “did not 

exceed the Indians’ understanding of the treaty. . . . The issue of treaty abrogation 

thus need not be reached.”)   

 The same is true here with respect to the exclusive on-reservation 

commercial fishing rights of the Leech Lake Band. To avoid this conclusion, the 

government insists that the distinction between exclusive and shared rights “is 

immaterial.”  Appellant’s Opening Brief at 21.  Such a position not only flies in the 

face of this Court’s decision in Dion, it flies in the face of Sohappy itself.  The 

Sohappy Court summarized the defendants’ argument that enforcement of the 

Lacey Act against them for violation of tribal law would infringe the treaty rights 

of the tribe “to control and regulate Indian fishing.” 770 F.2d at 818.  It then 

framed the issue as follows:   

The validity of the above arguments rests on the proposition that 
federal enforcement of the Lacey Act penalties against Indians who 
violate tribal fishing law is a violation of the tribes’ treaty reserved 
right to control Indian fishing.  The crucial question, therefore, is 
whether the treaties reserved to the tribes exclusive jurisdiction over 
enforcement of tribal fishing law against Indians. 

 
Id. (italics in original, bold added).  The very question that the government now 

insists is immaterial was crucial not only to this Court in White, but to the Ninth 

Circuit in Sohappy as well.  And the Sohappy Court went on to find that the treaty 
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reserved rights there were in common rights, such that concurrent jurisdiction with 

the federal government would not do violence to the treaty.  In contrast, the treaty 

reserved rights at issue here are exclusive rights.  The Sohappy analysis, therefore, 

is completely consistent with that of the district court here:  When the treaty rights 

are shared with other citizens, as in Sohappy, the government may exercise 

concurrent jurisdiction in enforcing violations of tribal law.  When the treaty gives 

the tribe exclusive jurisdiction over enforcement of tribal fishing laws against tribe 

members, as here, Lacey Act prosecutions premised on violation of those laws 

violate the exclusive treaty rights of the tribe. 

 This Court relied on Sohappy in United States v. Stone, 112 F.3d 971, 973-

74 (8th Cir. 1997) where the Court affirmed application of the Airborne Hunting 

Act to moose hunting on the White Earth Reservation.  This Court gave only the 

most cursory consideration of the treaty rights at issue, instead quoting Sohappy 

without analysis for the proposition that the treaty rights at issue were not 

exclusive.  The Court never considered the differences discussed above between 

the Sohappy treaty and the ones applicable to the Minnesota Chippewa.  The Court 

resolved the issue in a paragraph. 6 See Dismissal Order at 11 n. 6 (distinguishing 

Stone). 

6 The Stone Court also held that the Airborne Hunting Act, as a federal statute of 
general applicability, applied to the defendant because the treaties with the 
Chippewa “contain no language which purports to immunize Stone from 
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 The reason for the Court’s lack of analysis is apparent when one considers 

the facts of the case.  The defendant hired a plane to assist in a moose hunt on the 

reservation.  The defendant surveyed the reservation from the air and radioed the 

location of a moose to hunters on the ground.  The plane then attempted to drive 

the moose toward the hunters, who eventually killed it.  Little discussion is 

required to establish that a prosecution of this activity in no way infringed on the 

hunting rights of the White Earth tribe or its members.  Tribe members were free to 

hunt moose, and indeed, the hunters on the ground were not prosecuted.  The 

nineteenth century treaties signed with the Chippewa did not reserve the right to 

search for game from an airplane.  See, e.g., United States v. Gotchnik, 222 F.3d 

506, 510 (8th Cir. 2000) (use of motorized conveyances to reach hunting grounds is 

not part of treaty hunting and fishing right).  The proscribed activity, therefore, did 

prosecution for violating laws of general applicability.”  Id. at 974.  As the district 
court noted below, this dicta is inconsistent with United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 
734 (1986) and the long line of cases which emphasize that Congress will not be 
deemed to have abrogated treaty rights unless its intention to do so is “clear and 
plain.”  Id. at 739.  If accepted, the Eighth Circuit’s dicta, reduces Indian treaties to 
nothing more than the right to do that which is otherwise lawful.  Any federal 
statute which conflicts with a treaty, in this view, limits the treaty rights, whether 
Congress intended that result or not. The law is clear, however, that Indian treaties 
trump federal law unless specifically abrogated by Congress.  See Dion, 476 U.S. 
at 739-740 (“What is essential is clear evidence that Congress actually considered 
the conflict between its intended action on the one hand and Indian treaty rights on 
the other, and chose to resolve that conflict by abrogating the treaty.”); see, e.g., 
White, 508 F.2d at 456 (“a treaty will not be deemed to have been abrogated or 
modified by a later statute unless such purpose on the part of Congress has been 
clearly expressed.”). 
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not implicate treaty rights.  Stone has no application to the present prosecution 

which criminalizes the very activity—commercial fishing necessary for a modest 

living—which is at the core of the treaty fishing right guaranteed to the Leech 

Lake Band and its members. 

 United States v. Big Eagle, 684 F. Supp. 241 (D. S.D. 1988), aff’d, 881 F. 2d 

539 (8th Cir. 1989), like Stone, relied entirely on Sohappy to find that the federal 

government may exercise concurrent jurisdiction with the tribe, without 

considering whether the treaty at issue there was analogous to that at issue in 

Sohappy.7  Moreover, the facts of Big Eagle did not implicate the Tribe’s exclusive 

right to enforce its own hunting and fishing regulations.  In Big Eagle, the 

defendant, a member of the Crow Creek Tribe, was prosecuted under the Lacey 

Act for violating the fishing regulations of the Lower Brule Tribe. Because the 

defendant was not a member of the Tribe, the Lower Brule had no power to 

prosecute him.  Nonetheless, the United States could prosecute him under the 

Lacey Act. 881 F.2d at 840.  Thus, Big Eagle did not even implicate the issues at 

7 The defendant in Big Eagle also claimed that the Lacey Act does not apply to 
Indians.  The defendants here do not take that position.  Rather, as the district court 
correctly held, consistent with Sohappy, the Lacey Act applies to Indians in 
situations where enforcement would not violate treaty rights, such as where rights 
are held in common with other citizens or where treaty rights are not implicated at 
all.  Dismissal Order at 21-22.  For example, there would be nothing to preclude 
prosecution of Native Americans under the Lacey Act for illegally importing a 
tiger from Asia, an activity not protected by any treaties.  What the government 
may not do, however, is enforce the Lacey Act against Indians who enjoy 
exclusive hunting and fishing treaty rights directly infringed by the prosecution.   
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stake in this case, where the federal prosecution goes to the heart of the rights 

exclusively reserved to the Leech Lake Band.   

 None of the cases cited by the government support its position.  

 The federal government has no dog in this fight.  The Leech Lake Band has 

exclusive treaty rights with respect to fishing and hunting on the Leech Lake 

Reservation. Those rights include the right of Band members to sell their catch, 

just as they did at the time of the treaties.  The Lacey Act expressly disclaims any 

Congressional intention to interfere with these treaty rights.  Given the Band’s 

understanding that their fishing rights on the Reservation are exclusive and 

unlimited, the Lacey Act cannot be applied as a conservation measure without 

abrogating the treaty.   

 The government’s efforts to prosecute these defendants for violating tribal 

law under the auspices of the Lacey Act are in direct contravention of the treaty 

rights afforded to the Chippewa to fish in the territory reserved exclusively to 

them.  See United States v. Dion, 476 U.S. 734, 738 n. 4 (1986) (individual 

member of tribe can assert treaty rights of tribe).  It is for the Band in the exercise 

of its sovereignty, to decide whether these defendants violated the Leech Lake 

Conservation Code pertaining to fishing by Band members.   
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III. THE HERBST AGREEMENT PRECLUDES THE PROSECUTION 
OF THESE MEN FOR FISHING ON THE LEECH LAKE 
RESERVATION 

 
The Government would have this Court view the question presented in this 

case as somehow new.  It is not.   The scope of Leech Lake Indian fishing rights B 

who has them and under what restrictions B has already been litigated by the 

United States.  The same government has, in the not so distant past, advanced a 

different point of view than Brief submitted to this Court suggests.    

We begin, necessarily, with Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. 

Herbst, 334 F. Supp. 1001 (Minn. 1971).  In Herbst our former Chief Judge Devitt 

reviewed the establishment of the Leech Lake Indian Reservation Aby treaty in 

1855.@  Id. at 1002.  Conflict surrounding the Indian Treaty rights have swirled 

ever since in Northern Minnesota.  As Judge Devitt pointed out, A[t]he issue with 

which we are dealing has been a knotty and vexatious one for years.  The Indians 

persistently have claimed that their inherent right to fish and hunt on the Leech 

Lake Reservation is protected by treaty.@  Id. at 1003.  AThe United States, here as 

plaintiff through its United States Attorney, urges a finding that the disputed rights 

are still vested in the Chippewa.@  Id. at 1004.  Even the State of Minnesota did 

Anot seriously dispute plaintiffs= claim that the Leech Lake Indians once possessed 

the claimed fishing and hunting rights.  Indeed the Minnesota Supreme Court in 

State v. Jackson, 16 N.W.2d 752, 756 (Minn. 1944) recognized this.@  Id. at 1003.   
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Forty years ago, Judge Devitt went on to describe today=s Appellees with 

this sentence:  AMany of these Indians hunt and fish for their sustenance,@ a form of 

making a living that could not be taken away.  Id.  Judge Devitt continued, AThe 

United States Supreme Court has counseled us that the abrogation of treaty rights 

is not to be lightly inferred.@  Id. at 1004 (citing Pigeon River Improvement, Slide 

and Boom Co. v. Charles W. Cox, Ltd., 291 U.S. 138 (1934)).  Indeed, Congress 

cannot Adeprive any Indian or any Indian tribe, band, or community of any right, 

privilege, or of immunity afforded under Federal treaty, agreement, or statute with 

respect to hunting, trapping or fishing . . .@  Id. at 1006 (quoting 18 U.S.C. 1162 

(b)).  For all of these reasons, Judge Devitt concluded that Athe Leech Lake Band 

possesses the exclusive authority to regulate fishing, hunting and ricing.@  Id. 

(Emphasis added).   

The State of Minnesota filed a Notice of Appeal.  This action triggered 

further negotiations, leading the parties, including the United States, to enter into a 

settlement, appended and termed the AConsent Judgment,@ also known as the 

AHerbst Agreement.@  For Judge Devitt=s discussion of the appeal and subsequent 

negotiations, see Leech Lake Citizens Committee v. Leech lake Band of Chippewa 

Indians, 355 F. Supp. 697, 698 (Minn. 1973), aff=d 486 F. 3d 888 (8th Cir. 1973).   

As a result of extended negotiations, the United States agreed that the Leech 

Lake Tribal Court would retain exclusive jurisdiction to prosecute tribal members 
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for violations of the Tribal Code, the same code that is listed as a predicate offense 

in the instant Indictment.  Herbst Agreement at pp. 7, 15-16; Appellant’s Opening 

Brief at 7.   

Of continued significance, the Herbst agreement was signed by United 

States Attorney Robert Renner, who became one of Minnesota=s distinguished 

federal jurists, serving from 1980 to 2005.  Signing for the Tribe was a prominent 

legal aid litigator named Bernard Becker, who would become a Magistrate in our 

District in 1986, serving his untimely death in 1991.  

Mr. Becker and Mr. Renner agreed that the AConsent Judgment@    

shall be binding upon the parties so long as there continues to be a 
Reservation and/or Tribal and Band Hunting, fishing and ricing rights, 
recognizing that termination of the Reservation and/or Tribal and 
Band hunting, fishing and ricing rights may only be accomplished by 
action of the United States Congress expressly stating that the 
Reservation and/or Tribal and Band hunting, fishing and ricing rights 
of the Tribe or Band are terminated.  

 
Id. at p. 6.   

The parties to the Herbst agreement anticipated a perhaps uncertain future, 

but one that has not been born out.  A[I]n the event there is a final judgment of the 

United States Supreme Court . . . of competent jurisdiction in which the Band or 

the Tribe is a party holding that the treaties and statutes construed in this litigation 

do not reserve to or confer upon the Minnesota Chippewa tribe or the Band any 

rights to hunt, fish, trap and gather wild rice upon public lands and waters . . . this 
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judgment shall terminate as provided herein.@  Article IV.  Because there is no such 

Supreme Court decision, the agreement remains binding.   

The Department of Justice=s central claim for this appeal, filed forty-five 

years after Judge Devitt=s opinion B that A[h]aving an exclusive right to fish does 

not mean the Band has an exclusive right to prosecute conduct that violates only its 

laws,@ Appellant’s Opening Brief at p. 21 B runs contrary to the Herbst agreement. 

The government has presented no evidence (and could not have) that the 

Appellants= fishing rights under this negotiated agreement have been terminated.  

Moreover, the Leech Lake Reservation Ahas never been disestablished or 

diminished.@  Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians v. Cass County, Minnesota, 

108 F.3d 820, 821 (8th Cir. 1997((citing Herbst, 334 F. Supp. at 1002).  

The Herbst agreement contains binding enforcement provisions.  The United 

States, State of Minnesota, and the Leech Lake band concurred that the tribe Awill 

uniformly and fairly enforce the Code upon all of its members and Tribal members 

duly license pursuant to the code.  The Code shall only apply to Band and Tribal 

members.@  There was to be no Indian jurisdiction Aover non-members of the Band 

or Tribe.@  Article V.   

The position of the United States was quite clear in this regard.  United 

States Attorney Renner personally authored Answers to Interrogatories in 3-70 CV 

228, a case settled as a part of the AConsent Judgment.@  Mr. Renner set out the 
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United States= clear position:  AIt is plaintiff=s contention that the treaty protected 

rights to hunt, fish, trap and gather wild rice are property rights to be used in 

whatever fashion the Indians, as owners, desire, whether to eat, clothe, or sell.@  

Answer 10, appended and offered as Appx. at 4a (Emphasis added); Hearing on 

Objections to the Report and Recommendation, at p. 23 (13 CR 68, Doc. No. 75 

and 13 CR 70, Doc Nos. 157 and 158).    

Mr. Renner wrote another letter dated December 19, 1972, Appx. 1a, 

Hearing Transcript at 21-22, also appended, addressed to Morris Sherman, a 

lawyer representing the State of Minnesota.  Referring to what would become the 

Herbst Agreement, Mr. Renner stated this:  AAs you know, the government has 

stayed out of all settlement talk, feeling that this is a matter for the Band and the 

State to resolve.  If the Leech Lake Band is satisfied, we will go along, as long as 

there is nothing in the agreement which would adversely affect the federal 

government.  I see nothing therein which would do so.@    

For this appeal, the Department of Justice omits mention of both the still 

valid Herbst Agreement and U.S. Attorney Robert Renner=s assurances of 

exclusive Indian jurisdiction over Indian initiated fishing violations, which were 

made on behalf of his client, the United States. 

Nor does the Government mention Minn. Stat. 97.431, renumbered to 

97A.151.  In 1997, the legislature of Minnesota specifically recognized the Herbst 
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agreement to be of continued vitality.  Sec. 97A.151, which is current law, 

provides in part:   

Subd. 1.  Purpose.  The purpose of this section is to give recognition 
and effect to the rights of the Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians 
that are preserved by federal treaty relating to hunting, fishing, and 
trapping, and to the gathering of wild rice on the Leech lake Indian 
Reservation.  These rights have been recognized and given effect by 
the decision of the United States District Court in the following 
entitled actions: Leech Lake Band of Chippewa Indians et al v. Robert 
L. Herbst, No. 3-69, Civ. 65; and United States of America v. State of 
Minnesota, No. 3-70 Civ. 228.  The state of Minnesota desires to 
settle all outstanding issues and claims relating to the above rights.  
     

 
The Statute exempts members of the Minnesota Chippewa Afrom state laws 

relating to hunting, fish, trapping, the taking of minnows and other bait. . .@  Id. at 

Subd. 4 (b) (1).  For those non-members, the statute established Aa system of 

special licenses and related license fees@ to be by those who fish on reservation 

property, the fees Acredited to the Leech lake Band. . .@  Id. at Subd. 4 (b)(2).   

Shortly after its passage, Sec. 97A.151 was challenged on equal protection 

grounds, the claim being that the extra license fee required of non-Indians was a 

violation of equal protection.  The challenge was rejected.  The Minnesota 

Supreme Court held that the Chippewa Tribe Aretains unextinguished treaty rights 

to fish, hunt, trap, and gather wild rice . . ..@ State v. Forge, 262 N.W.2d 341, 346 

(Minn. 1977).  The statute, the Court held, was in specific accord with the Herbst 

agreement.  Hence the law was   
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enacted for the primary purpose of effecting a compromise between 
the Band, which claimed an exclusive treaty right to take fish from 
leech Lake, and the state, which argued on behalf of all Minnesota 
citizens that the Indians were not immune from fish and game laws. . . 
. The practical effect of this agreement was to preserve the valuable 
fishing resources found at Leech Lake while at the same time giving 
recognition to and compensation for historic treaty rights held by the 
Band.   

 
Id. at 348.  
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Conclusion 

 The conduct of which these men stand accused is protected by treaties which 

have not been abrogated.  It is also protected by an agreement to which the 

Department of Justice is a party.  Following Judge Tunheim’s comprehensive 

analysis, this Court should affirm the dismissal of the indictments. 

Dated:  June 13, 2014    s/ Andrew H. Mohring 

       _____________________________ 
       ANDREW H. MOHRING 
       First Assistant Defender 
       District of Minnesota 
 
       U.S. Courthouse, Suite 107 
       300 South Fourth Street 
       Minneapolis, MN 55415 
       612-664-5858 
 

Attorney for Michael Brown and 
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